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VCB TO FSB GAUCHO
VCB TO LZ TARAWA
RSB RAZOR TO LZ TARAWA
FSB GAUCHO TO FSB ERSKINE
LZ TARAWA TO FSB ERSKINE

(1) On 7 May 1969, 8 Montagnards were apprehended at YD 099235
as they approached that position. These people were
interrogated by personnel from the 15th ITT and evacuated
to the rear for further interrogation and resettlement.
These people spoke very little Vietnamese and no
information of immediate tactical value was extracted
from them.
(2) Due to the lack of contact no positive identification or
location of units were made.
c. Weather: The daily temperature averaged 97° - 104° with
occasional afternoon or evening showers.
d. CA/Psyops were not employed by this battalion during the
period covered by this report.
7. Mission: On 3 May helilift to and relieve 3/3 elements on FSB
Gaucho- TARAWA and initiate RIF overland to FSB RAZOR to secure FSB
and provide terminal guidance for the 7 May landing of 2/9. On 3
May provide forces to relieve one company of 3/3 securing FSB
McClintock.
8. Concept of Operations: Relieve 3/3 in place with (1) company at FSB
MCCLINTOCK and (1) company at FSB GAUCHO-TAWARA on 3 May.
9. Execution:
03 May There were no significant events on this day.
04 May At 0540H Company B received 5 rounds of small arms from
YD 098230 and returned fire with unknown results. At 0910H Company
D received a short burst of automatic weapons fire on the rear of
its tactical column at YD 096216 and returned fire with unknown
results.
05 May At 1230H Company B found numerous old fighting holes
and 5 men-constructed observation posts along a trail that stretches
from YD 097232 to YD 096219. At 1955H Company B saw one NVA in
green utilities at YD 108330 and took him under fire with 60mm
mortars with unknown results.
06 May At 1800 Company A at YD 044299 received 12 rounds of
82mm mortar fire from the YD 0030 grid and fired counter battery
with 81 mm mortars and artillery.
07 May At 2100 H Company A heard talking and a transistor
radio at YD 045301, and at 2130H a figure was seen at YD 044303.
Company A called 60mm and 81 mm mortar missions on the figure with
unknown results.
08 May At 1000H Company B found a dud RPG at YD 100228 and
blew it in place.
09-10 May there were no significant events on these days.
10. Results:
11.

(1) RPG round was captured and destroyed.

Administrative Matters.
a. Supply: Unit distribution was employed. Initial combat
loads were normal with food and were for 3 days.
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